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E�ects of temporal framing and
hazard experience on receptivity
to hurricane risk messages: A
survey of U.S. Gulf Coast
residents

David P. Retchless* and Ashley D. Ross

Institute for a Disaster Resilient Texas, Marine and Coastal Environmental Science Department,

Texas A&M University at Galveston, Galveston, TX, United States

Introduction: As knowledge in the scientific community increases regarding

how anthropogenic CO2 loading of the atmosphere will impact future

hurricane activity, the need for e�ective and accurate communication

of hurricane risk in coastal communities—specifically to non-scientific

stakeholders—also increases.

Methods: To better inform hurricane risk communication, this study

employs a survey of U.S. Gulf Coast residents immediately following

the active 2017 hurricane season to consider how message framing (as

established by communicator word choice) and stakeholders’ experience may

a�ect receptivity to hurricane hazard information. Specifically, it tests how

respondents’ perceptions of hurricane risk varied with prior experience and

following exposure to randomly assigned, infographic-based depictions of

trends in major hurricane (≥ category 3, Sa�r Simpson Scale) frequency. The

set of randomly assigned infographics varied in both temporal framing (past-

to-present trends based on paleo data versus present-to-future trends based

on climate projections) and causal framing (‘climate change’ versus ‘ocean and

atmospheric change’).

Results: Damaging hurricane experience may be associated with a tendency

towards increasing hurricane risk perceptions after viewing the infographics.

For framing e�ects, temporal framing of hurricane risk messages matters, with

forward-looking framings (future projections) causing increased perceptions

of risk and storm frequency; e�ects of causal framing were not significant. The

results also show that Gulf Coast residents tend to be more optimistic about

the future frequency of major hurricanes than most scientists and, consistent

with confirmation and optimism biases, are somewhat resistant to changing

their prior risk beliefs based on infographic exposure.

Discussion: These results suggest that future projections – rather than paelo

analogs – may be best for quickly communicating expected increases in

hurricane risk. Communicators should consider these factors when translating

scientific hurricane risk information to the public.
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Introduction

Hurricanes have claimed over 470,000 lives and caused

over $700USD billion in damages during the last century,

with much of these losses likely caused by continued coastal

urbanization (Pielke et al., 2008; Emanuel, 2017). Climatological

research is now examining how hurricane activity will change

in the twenty-first century, and, alarmingly, most modeling

efforts are forecasting an increase in the frequency of intense

storms (≥category 3, Saffir Simpson Scale) due to anthropogenic

warming (Bender et al., 2010; Knutson et al., 2013; Kossin et al.,

2020). Because accurate awareness of hurricane hazard risk is a

prerequisite to preparedness actions (Grothmann and Reusswig,

2006; Kellens et al., 2012; Wachinger et al., 2013), there is a

need to improve hurricane risk communication to non-scientific

coastal stakeholders, specifically with regards to changes in

hurricane frequency trends that are rooted in anthropogenic, vs.

climate, causes.

This study considers perceptions of trends in hurricane
frequency and risk among residents of coastal counties in the
United States Gulf Coast region in the months immediately
following the active hurricane season of 2017. Specifically, the

study considers how residents’ expectations regarding future

trends in hurricane frequency may be affected by exposure

to information about past or future trends in hurricane

activity. The Gulf Coast region routinely experiences intense

hurricane events, with coastal counties experiencing a landfall

event ∼1.5 times per century over a 160-year period (1851–

2011) (HURDAT, Landsea et al., 2004). However, the short

instrumental and historical records (∼150 years) are insufficient

to resolve how the prehistoric ocean-atmospheric system

(older than 1,850 CE) has controlled hurricane activity in the

Gulf Coast and, therefore, limit the current power of model

projections for future hurricane activity. To resolve these issues,

geologic-based approaches in the field of paleotempestology

have extended our knowledge of hurricane activity back

thousands of years (termed “paleo reconstructions” in this

study). Annual records of hurricane passage are preserved in

coastal sinkholes and blue holes on limestone landscapes (e.g.,

Lane et al., 2011; Denommee et al., 2014; van Hengstum et al.,

2016; Wallace et al., 2019). Using such information, a study of

prehistoric hurricane strikes in northwestern Florida indicates

multiple, century-long intervals in the last 5,000 years during

which the hurricane frequency exceed 3 intense hurricane strikes

per century (Lane et al., 2011). Looking forward, modeling

results (termed “future projections” in this study) forecast an

increase in the frequency of dangerous, intense hurricane events

in the coming decades (Bender et al., 2010; Knutson et al., 2013;

Kossin et al., 2020). These results suggest that intense Gulf Coast

hurricanes were not only more frequent in geologically-recent

times, but will also likely again becomemore frequent in the near

future, due in large part to anthropogenically-forced changes to

the climate system.

In the last 10 years, paleo reconstructions and future

projections, as complementary sources of information,

have transformed knowledge in the scientific community

about hurricane risk in the twenty-first century from

anthropogenically-forced climate change. The central finding

is cautionary—active paleo records serve as a potential analog

for future hurricane activity. However, non-scientific coastal

residents, stakeholders, and policy makers in the Gulf of Mexico

region areas may not be aware of these recent developments

in scientific knowledge; given the relative quiescence of the

past century (Lane et al., 2011; Donnelly et al., 2015), these

groups may significantly underestimate future hurricane risk.

To improve the understanding among coastal residents and

decision makers of how the risk of intense hurricane activity is

changing (and prepare accordingly), it is imperative to consider

how best to communicate the latest science regarding trends in

Gulf-Coast hurricane frequency.

This study considers two dimensions on which risk

communicators may tailor messages about change in hurricane

frequency over time: (1) timeframe of trends (i.e., backward-

looking trend from paleo reconstructions to present vs. forward-

looking trend from present to future projections); and (2)

causal attribution of trends (i.e., no attribution, attributed

to climate change, or attributed to ocean and atmospheric

change). Through an embedded survey experiment, varying

combinations of these two dimensions were presented in an

infographics format. The objective of this study is to assess

how these different ways of presenting information about

changes in the frequency of intense hurricanes shape Gulf Coast

residents’ perceptions of hurricane risk. In addition to timeframe

and cause of hurricane trend change, the effect of hurricane

experience is tested and other individual characteristics on

perceived hurricane risk are considered as controls. The findings

indicate that both the severity of recent hurricane experience and

the timeframe of trend information are likely to have large and

significant effects on risk beliefs for future Gulf Coast hurricanes,

and that the trend-timeframe effects may vary based on prior

risk beliefs. This has critical implications for the way hurricane

risk is communicated to non-scientific audiences.

Literature review and hypotheses

Using research on graphical risk communication,

confirmation and optimism biases, and the role of availability

and affect heuristics in risk messaging, this study seeks to

isolate the influence of timeframe and causal attribution of

hurricane frequency on perceived hazard risk. Risk has multiple

definitions, ranging from technical approaches that focus on

the frequency or probability of a hazard to social and decision

sciences approaches that treat risk as a social, value-laden,

and even cultural construction of potential harm (Rohrmann,

1998). As social constructions, perceived risk is subject to
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cognitive biases and inaccuracies (Slovic, 1991). However, all

approximations of risk, whether a modeled probability or an

expression of perceived harm, inherently involve uncertainty—

uncertainty of the likelihood of an event, uncertainty related to

the efficacy of actions taken to prepare or respond to an event,

and uncertainty of the value or magnitude of the consequences

of an event (Eiser et al., 2012). This uncertainty leads people

to depend on others for information; therefore, the important

question for studies of hazard risk is “why different individuals

and groups hold the opinions that they do and how they

are developed, enacted, sustained, and changed” (Eiser et al.,

2012, 7).

Graphical risk communication

Risk communication products have been shown to increase

perceived risk of natural hazards when those receiving the

information lack direct hazard experience and the information is

presented graphically and generates an emotional response (Xie

et al., 2011; Wachinger et al., 2013). Recent studies suggest that

infographic “fact boxes” are more effective than text alone for

risk communication and issue engagement (Brick et al., 2020)

and that bar graphs can effectively communicate changes in

the rate of hazardous events under different conditions (Okan

et al., 2018). Studies also indicate that when information about

trends in the frequency of natural hazards is presented using

graphs that show change over time, the information garners

more attention than simple numeric presentations (Visschers

et al., 2009). Some research suggests that most people who

view such graphs are able to use them to correctly identify

trends (Correll and Heer, 2017).

In this study, the graphs for future projections show an

increasing risk of intense hurricanes when one interprets the

present to future trend directly. In contrast, the graphs for

paleo reconstructions suggest a decreasing risk of future intense

hurricanes if one projects the paleo to present trend forward

in time. Although such extrapolation of past trends to future

conditions based on only two observations (i.e., paleo and

present-day) may be unwarranted, prevalence of the belief in

the “law of small numbers” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1971)

may lead to overinference. Such reliance on limited data

to form beliefs about trends may be particularly common

for unfamiliar topics—such as long-term trends in hurricane

risk—about which research subjects lack well-formed beliefs

about underlying base rates (Rabin, 2002). Accordingly, it is

hypothesized that:

H1: Graphical presentation of paleo or future trends in

hurricane risk via infographics will have significantly larger

effects on hurricane risk perceptions than the present-only

infographic control.

H2: Message recipients will be more likely to interpret

trend information as suggesting higher hazard risk

when presented with future projections while paleo

reconstructions will tend to be interpreted as suggesting

lower hazard risk.

Confirmation, optimism, and positive
attention biases

People tend to exhibit confirmation bias by interpreting

evidence to confirm or support their existing beliefs or

expectations (Nickerson, 1998). Although confirmation bias

may help maintain prior beliefs of positive or negative

emotional valence, optimism bias (Sharot, 2011) suggests that

these prior beliefs about the world are more likely to be

overly optimistic (i.e., more optimistic than justifiable based

on observed outcomes). Because it is difficult to directly

measure individuals’ actual risk level (especially for future

events, for which outcomes have not yet been observed),

optimism bias is generally operationalized as the difference

between individuals’ perceptions of their own risk and the

risk to others (which is assumed to be less biased) for

the same hazard (Weinstein, 1980). Such an optimism

bias has been observed for many hazards, including for

hurricane events (e.g., Lyu et al., 2022). Research has recently

described how such overly optimistic beliefs are maintained

via positive attention bias, which is the process of selectively

attending to positive (vs. negative) information about the

future. This results in a tendency to update beliefs more

based on positive information than on negative information

(Sharot, 2011; Singh et al., 2020).

In this study, optimism bias may contribute to a tendency

for prior risk beliefs about hurricane frequency to be more

optimistic than can be supported by the scientific consensus. To

gauge the scientific consensus, we consider the latest physical

science report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC), which states that it is “likely” (66–100% chance,

the probability range assigned to “likely” outcomes by the IPCC)

that the proportion of major tropical cyclones has increased

over the last 40 years and expresses “high confidence” that

this increase will continue with future warming (Masson-

Delmotte et al., 2021). Confirmation bias may contribute to

a tendency to leave prior risk beliefs unchanged from before

to after viewing the infographic. Positive attention bias may

contribute to a tendency to interpret the infographic in a way

that minimizes one’s perceived risk, strengthening confirmation

bias among message recipients who have more positive prior

beliefs about hurricane risk while also increasing the odds

that recipients of messages suggesting lower risk (as opposed

to higher risk) will change their risk beliefs. It is therefore

expected that:
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H3: Consistent with optimism bias, respondents’ pretest

hurricane risk beliefs will be more optimistic than experts’

beliefs regarding changes in hurricane frequency (i.e.,

<66% of respondents will expect the frequency of major

hurricanes to increase).

H4: Consistent with confirmation bias, respondents will be

more likely to hold a given risk belief at posttest when it

matches their risk belief at pretest.

H5: Consistent with positive attention bias, the effects

of confirmation bias will be asymmetrical: respondents’

probability of retaining their prior beliefs from pre to post

(as in H4) will be more resistant to changes associated with

timeframe treatment (as in H2) when these prior beliefs

are positive (i.e., belief in decreasing hurricane frequency)

than when they are negative (i.e., belief in increasing

hurricane frequency).

H6: Also consistent with positive attention bias, message

recipients will be more likely to change their risk beliefs

(as in H2) when presented with an infographic most

readily interpreted as suggesting lower risk (i.e., a paleo

reconstruction) than when presented with an infographic

communicating a higher risk (i.e., a future projection).

Risk messaging and the a�ect heuristic

Research has found that the manner in which risks are

presented influences the level of perceived risk; specifically, risk

messages that invoke a strong affective response are often easier

to recall and may therefore lead message recipients to give more

weight to such risks (Keller et al., 2006). When the ease to

which one can bring to mind examples of hazard informs risk

estimates, individuals are relying on the availability heuristic

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1984). When people use feelings

associated with a hazard to inform their risk perception, they

are relying on the affect heuristic (Slovic et al., 2004). Slovic et al.

(2004) and Keller et al. (2006) connect such affective assessments

of risk with the availability heuristic (more intense emotions

are more readily available to inform such assessments); together,

affect and availability have been shown to shape risk perceptions

for both climate change (Brosch, 2021) and hurricanes (Rickard

et al., 2017). Studies have shown that risk messaging focused

on climate change, in particular, is associated with negative

affect (e.g., fear) as mainstream media has associated “climate

change” with alarmist images and lexicons intended to induce

strong emotions (O’Neill and Nicholson-Cole, 2009) and the

politicization of climate change has contributed to affectively

charged reactions to climate change framings (Feldman and

Hart, 2018).

In this study, the affect heuristic is considered by

varying attributions for hurricane frequency trends, including

attributions to “changes in the climate system” or “ocean

and atmospheric change.” This compares the effects of

negative affect associated with climate change messaging

with the effects of more neutral language. Accordingly, it is

expected that:

H7: Message recipients will be more likely to interpret

“climate change” attribution, in comparison to “ocean and

atmospheric change” or no attribution, as suggesting higher

hazard risk.

Hazard experience and hazard risk

The most important determinant of perceived risk for

natural hazards is hazard experience (Eiser et al., 2012; Kellens

et al., 2012; Wachinger et al., 2013). A study of hurricane risk

among residents of the U.S. Gulf Coast found that county-level,

15- and 19-year trends in hurricane frequency were positively

related with perceptions of increased hurricane frequency (Shao

and Goidel, 2016). Another study found that perceptions of

increased hurricane strength were positively related to the

strength of the most recent landfalling hurricane in the county

(Shao et al., 2017).

Trumbo et al. (2011) confirmed the importance of direct

experience on risk perceptions, finding that survey respondents

who reported being directly impacted by hurricanes Katrina

or Rita (both a category 3 at landfall) had significantly higher

hurricane risk perceptions than non-impacted respondents.

However, lack of direct loss may dampen risk perceptions

among persons exposed to (but not harmed by) hurricane

hazards. Prior to Hurricane Sandy, for example, Baker et al.

(2012) found that Mid-Atlantic coast residents with the lowest

risk perceptions were those who had experienced Hurricane

Irene (2011, category 1 at landfall) one year earlier but

had suffered no damage. Memories of hurricane experience

also appear to fade over time, becoming less available for

risk appraisal. For example, Trumbo et al. (2014) found

lower risk perceptions among respondents in areas affected

by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 2 years after the storms

(as compared to in their immediate aftermath). Similarly,

Demuth et al. (2016) showed that, among Miami-Dade County

residents, risk perceptions for a hypothetical future storm

varied in complex ways depending on prior experience, with

severe emotional or physical impacts from a past storm

increasing risk perceptions. Taken together, these results suggest

a positive association between hurricane experience and risk

perceptions, particularly if such experience was recent and

caused personal loss. Consistent with this literature, it is

hypothesized that:
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H8: Recent hurricane experience will be associated

with higher hazard risk perceptions, particularly

if this experience caused severe personal damages

or losses.

Materials and methods

To test the hypotheses examining the effect of timeframe

and causal attribution on hazard risk perceptions an online

survey presenting hurricane frequency infographics was

administered in December 2017 (for full survey text, see

Supplementary material). The survey used a pre-post design

where risk was measured before and after respondents were

shown hurricane frequency infographics. The infographics

varied in the presentation of timeframe—paleo, present,

and future trends—as well as causal attribution for

hurricane frequency trends—climate change or ocean and

atmospheric change.

Survey design

The survey used a pre-post, 3 × 3 fractional factorial

design (see Table 1), with six treatment groups and one

control. For hurricane frequency, the control group received

information about only the present-day frequency; in the

treatment groups, one half were shown information about

changes in frequency from the past to the present (paleo

scenarios) and the other half were shown information about

changes in frequency from the present to the future (future

scenarios). The treatment groups also varied in the information

supplied regarding the causes of the reported changes in

frequency, with one third of paleo and future scenario

respondents given no causal information, another third given

information attributing changes to climate change, and the

final third given information attributing changes to ocean and

atmospheric change.

Survey sample

The survey sample included adult residents of Gulf

Coast counties designated as part of the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Agency’s Coastal Zone Management

Program (CZMP). In Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and

Alabama, respondents were recruited from all CZMP counties;

in Florida, respondents were recruited from panhandle-

area CMPZ counties within 50 km of the coast and from

CMPZ counties in peninsular Florida that bordered the

Gulf Coast.

The survey sample included 2,873 respondents, with

analyses performed using 2,762 attentive respondents (111

inattentive eliminated for failing one or more attention checks).

Participants were recruited by Qualtrics to fill quotas that

match the demographics of the population in the targeted

survey region on sex, age, and race/ethnicity. Qualtrics draws

from a number of panels to recruit participants. Incentives,

ranging from discounts and gift cards to entries into sweepstake

drawings, are provided by Qualtrics for participation. Quotas

were also specified to match the survey sample to state

population proportions. Quota sampling techniques are found

to produce accurate, valid samples of a population because

the sample is drawn from a large panel, based on known

criteria from the population (Ansolabehere and Schaffner, 2014;

Miller et al., 2020). The sample, compared to the population

parameters noted parenthetically, includes: sex-−48.14% males

(48.64%) and 51.86% females (51.36%); age-−12.11% adults

aged 18–24 years (12.48%), 38.01% adults aged 25–44 years

(34.73%), 24.78% adults aged 45–64 years, and 25.10% (18.49%)

adults aged 65 years and older; race/ethnicity-−55.13% (55.61%)

white adults, 23.46% (23.27%) Hispanic adults, 16.60% (16.39%)

African-American adults, and 4.80% (4.73%) adults of other

races; and state-−3.69% (3.85%) Alabama residents, 39.33%

(39.98%) Florida residents, 13.99% (13.65%) Louisiana residents,

2.19% (2.40%) Mississippi residents, and 40.79% (40.12%) Texas

residents. The sample pool, compared to the targeted region,

includes 1 of 2 Alabama counties, 17 of 30 Florida counties, 17

of 19 Louisiana parishes, 2 of 3 Mississippi counties, and 18 of

19 Texas counties.

TABLE 1 3 × 3 Fractional factorial design for infographic presented in survey experiment (six treatment groups and one control).

Temporal frame

Paleo

(paleo → present)

Present

(present only)

Future

(present → future)

C
au

sa
l
at
tr
ib
u
ti
o
n

Ocean and atmospheric

changes

x – x

Changes in the climate system x – x

None x x x
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To adjust the sample for the discrepancies in quotas, a

weight was constructed using an iterative proportional fitting

or raking method by Bergmann (2011). While the weight does

not correct for all bias in the sample, it does offer a method

for addressing sample skews. The results, therefore, should be

more generalizable to the targeted population. Additionally,

attention check questions were included throughout to ensure

respondents were appropriately engaged with the survey

material. Respondents with one or more failed attention checks

were eliminated from the sample.

Dependent variable measures

The survey provided two measures of hazard risk: (1)

perceived risk from major hurricanes and (2) beliefs about

changes in the frequency of major hurricanes in the Gulf

Coast region. The risk perception question asked respondents:

“How much risk or danger do you feel you are at from major

hurricanes? Slide the marker to indicate your feeling on a

scale of 0 (none at all) to 100 (extreme).” This question was

modeled on Kahan et al. (2014) and Retchless (2018), who found

that similar question formats provided a robust, single-item

assessment of perceived risk for climate change and sea level

rise, respectively. The 101-level variable for post-treatment risk

perceptions (0–100 scale) was treated as continuous (Johnson

and Creech, 1983). Respondents were also asked: “Think about

how often major hurricanes occur in the Gulf Coast region.

Which of the following comes closest to your view? Increase,

decrease, no change, or random fluctuations?” Response options

were modeled on frequency changes considered in previous

studies of perceptions of Gulf Coast hurricane risk (Shao and

Goidel, 2016) and models of climate system change, more

generally (Leiserowitz et al., 2010). The questions on perceived

risk and changes in hurricane frequency were asked before and

after to the infographic treatment, thereby providing pre and

post data to test for the effects of the infographic messaging

in terms of timeframe and causal attribution of hurricane

frequency. The randomly assigned infographic and associated

pre-post dependent variable measures were placed at the

beginning of the survey (immediately after screening questions)

to avoid potentially biasing responses through exposure to other

questions (especially those regarding climate change).

Independent variable measures

The primary independent variables of interest included

in the model of hazard risk are timeframe of the hurricane

frequency infographic and causal attribution of the hurricane

trends. Hurricane frequency information was presented both

textually and via bar graphs; see examples in Figure 1.

Timeframes presented in the infographics included a paleo

FIGURE 1

Examples of hurricane frequency infographics randomly

assigned to respondents: (A) Paleo frequency and climate

change; (B) future frequency and ocean/atmospheric change;

(C) control.

frame (showing paleo to present trends in hurricane frequency),

a present frame (showing present-only hurricane frequency),

and a future frame (showing present to future trends in

hurricane frequency). The infographics also included a textual
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description of the hurricane frequency trends. This text

included a causal attribution for hurricane frequency trends,

varying from climate change, ocean and atmospheric change,

to no cause given. Respondents were randomly assigned to

infographic treatment or control (i.e., present frame, no causal

attribution) groups.

Frequency information for landfalling major hurricanes

in the Gulf Coast region was developed based on NOAA

hurricane tracks for the 1851–2011 time period (HURDAT, e.g.

Landsea et al., 2004). The average frequency of major hurricane

landfalls across all study area counties for this time period

was 2.34, equivalent to 1.46 (∼1.5) storms per county per

century. Paleo frequency scenarios (analysis of the prehistoric

record) were developed from the geologic-based results of

Lane et al. (2011), which found that major hurricanes in the

northeastern Gulf were up to four times more frequent around

2,500 years ago than in the post-1851A.D. portion of the

sediment record. Future scenarios were developed based on

Bender et al. (2010), which found support for near doubling

(+90%) in frequency of category 4 and 5 storms in Atlantic

by 2100. Based on this data, present frequencies were shown as

1.5 major hurricane landfalls in each county per century, while

past and future major hurricane landfalls were shown as twice as

frequent, at 3 per county per century. Given the uncertainties

inherent in developing basin-wide paleo frequencies from a

single paleo record and in developing future frequencies from

climate models, these estimated changes in frequency can be

considered broadly consistent with the paleo record and climate

model projections.

In addition to timeframe and causal attribution of

hurricane frequency, hazard experience is included as a

key independent variable in the model. To measure hazard

experience, respondents who agreed that “a hurricane this

year in the Gulf Coast region” had “threaten[ed] you or your

community” completed an additional item ranking the severity

of their hurricane experience in 2017 on a 0–100 scale [“What

impact did the hurricane this year have on your home and

personal property? Slide the marker to indicate damages from

0 (none at all) to 100 (extreme devastation)”]; respondents who

did not agree that they had been threatened by a hurricane in

2017 were assigned a score of 0 on this scale.

Control variable measures

Perceptions of trends in hurricane strength and frequency

have been found to be significantly affected by political party

identification and belief in climate change (Shao and Goidel,

2016; Shao et al., 2017). Accordingly, the model includes

measures of climate change belief and concern as well as

political ideology, more generally. To measure climate change

belief, respondents were asked: “Which of these statements

about the earth’s temperature comes closest to your view?

The earth is getting warmer mostly because of human activity

such as burning fossil fuels. The earth is getting warmer

mostly because of natural patterns in the earth’s environment.

Or the earth is not getting warmer.” This was recoded into

two binary predictors: belief that the earth is getting warmer

and belief that this warming is human-caused. To measure

concern for the issue of climate change, respondents were

asked to indicate their agreement (from strongly disagree

to strongly agree) with the statement: “I am worried about

the consequences that climate change may have for myself

and my family.” The measure of political ideology included

in the survey is the widely accepted self-placement of the

ideology scale, ranging from extremely liberal (scale point of

1) to moderate (scale point of 4) to extremely conservative

(scale point of 7).

Individuals’ level of trust in authorities and experts is

also strongly associated with risk perceptions and frequency

beliefs for natural hazards and receptivity to related risk

communications (Eiser et al., 2012; Kellens et al., 2012;

Wachinger et al., 2013). To measure trust in authorities, the

survey asked respondents a series of questions pertaining to

each level of government: “How much trust do you have in

[federal/state/local] government to protect you in a disaster

event?” The average of responses, ranging from none to a lot,

is included in the model.

Additionally, higher hurricane and flood risk perceptions

have been found among persons who are older, female, less

educated, lower income, ethnic minority, or homeowners

(Peacock et al., 2005; Kellens et al., 2012). Shao and Goidel

(2016) also found that Gulf Coast residents who were older

or Hispanic were more likely to have perceived decreases in

major hurricane frequency over the preceding 1–2 decades;

women were also found to be more likely to perceive

hurricanes as becoming stronger over this time period (Shao

et al., 2017). To capture the effect of these characteristics on

hurricane risk perception, the model includes measures of:

sex (male or female), age (18–24; 25–44; 45–64; and 65 years

and older), minority ethnicity (non-white self-identification,

includingHispanic or Latino, African American, or other race or

ethnic group), education (high school, some college, associate’s

degree, bachelor’s degree, or post-graduate degree), and home

ownership (rent or own).

Statistical methods

The research questions were evaluated using regression

models in R statistical software version 3.6.3 (R Core Team,

2020), with observation weights applied to correct for sampling

biases (section Survey sample, Bergmann, 2011). The 101-level

variable for post-treatment risk perceptions (0–100 scale) was

treated as continuous (Johnson and Creech, 1983); effects on

post-treatment risk from treatment and hazard experience were
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therefore evaluated using standard multiple linear regression

for survey data (svyglm function from R Survey package,

version 4.1-1, Lumley, 2004). Effects on post-treatment beliefs

about change in hurricane frequency were evaluated using

multinomial logistic regression with reference category as

hurricanes constant through time (multinom function from

the nnet package, version 7.3-12, Ripley et al., 2016). Variables

in regression models were as described in sections Dependent

variable measures, Independent variable measures, and Control

variable measures. For the dependent variables, post-test values

were modeled with pre-test values included as a covariate

(Dimitrov and Rumrill, 2003; Senn, 2006). To address possible

threats to external validity, interactions between pretests and

treatments were tested and retained if significant (p < 0.05,

Dimitrov and Rumrill, 2003). This controls for any significant

pretest-treatment interactions and allows identification of

groups that responded differently to treatments (Brankovic et al.,

2019).

Models were validated via standard measures (Bowerman

and O’connell, 1990; Menard, 2000). Independent and control

variables for both linear and multinomial logistic models

were evaluated for multicollinearity using generalized variable

inflation factor (GVIF) testing (Fox and Monette, 1992), which

adjusts traditional VIF testing to account for the multiple

comparisons performed when testing effects of categorical

variables using dummy variables. The square of the GVIF1/(2·df)

value is considered comparable to the traditional VIF (Fox

and Monette, 1992), for which values <5 are ideal and

<10 are considered acceptable (Menard, 1995; O’Brien, 2007).

Both models were also evaluated for goodness of fit using

omnibus tests comparing intercept-only, intercept-and-baseline,

main-effects, and main-and-interaction-effects models (Rao-

Scott chi-square test for linear regression, chi-square test for

multinomial logistic regression) and estimates of explained

variance (R2 for linear regression and McFadden R2 for

multinomial logistic regression) (McFadden, 1977; Menard,

2000). For the linear model, Huber-White robust standard

errors were used to address deviations from assumptions

regarding heteroskedasticity of residuals. Tabular results are

presented for both linear (coefficients, standard errors, and

significance levels) and multinomial logistic (beta coefficients,

standard errors, and significance levels) regression models. Post-

hoc testing of interaction effects is performed using estimated

marginal means, which predict average responses across the

levels of all model factors and the means of all model covariates

(R emmeans library, Lenth, 2021), with p-values adjusted

for multiple comparisons as appropriate (using Tukey, Šidák,

or false discovery rate [FDR] methods). Interaction effects

are explored graphically using plots of estimated marginal

means of dependent variables (predicted risk perception scores

or predicted probabilities of hurricane frequency beliefs) for

relevant combinations of independent variables (R ggeffects

library, Lüdecke, 2018).

Results

Descriptive statistics

Table 2 reports changes in the dependent variables—

hurricane risk perceptions and perceived trends in hurricane

frequency—due to temporal framing of hurricane frequency

(paleo or future) and formatting changes to the cause of trends

in hurricane frequency (climate system change or ocean and

atmospheric change). The results draw on a sample of 2,762

valid responses (111 invalid responses because of failed attention

checks). Among this sample, hurricane risk perceptions slightly

decreased from a mean of 64.88 (on a scale 0 “no danger” to

100 “extreme danger”) with the pre-treatment measure to a

mean of 62.17 with the post-treatment measure. Post-treatment

risk perceptions were lower with paleo treatment (vs. future

treatment) and with assignment to ocean and atmospheric

change treatment (vs. climate system change treatment). For

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of hurricane risk, frequency, and cause

by temporal framing and cause treatments.

Hurricane risk: How much risk or danger do you feel you are at from major

hurricanes?

Slide the marker to indicate your feeling on a scale of 0 (none at all) to 100

(extreme).

Mean SD Min Max

Pre-treatment 64.88 25.25 0 100

Post-treatment 62.17 26.19 0 100

Paleo timeframe 57.20 26.16 0 100

Future

timeframe

67.41 25.32 0 100

Climate system

change cause

62.72 25.67 0 100

Ocean and

atmospheric

change cause

60.82 26.59 0 100

Hurricane frequency: Think about how often major hurricanes occur in the Gulf

Coast region. Which of the following comes closest to your view? The number of

hurricanes is [response] through time.

Constant Increasing Decreasing Randomly

fluctuating

Pre-treatment 14.01% 43.19% 2.35% 40.44%

Post-treatment 11.73% 45.47% 13.14% 29.65%

Paleo timeframe 10.64% 29.53% 28.17% 31.66%

Future

timeframe

9.92% 62.83% 2.00% 25.25%

Climate system

change cause

10.77% 47.66% 13.69% 27.88%

Ocean and

atmospheric

change cause

9.57% 46.56% 15.69% 28.19%
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perceived trends in hurricane frequency, among those assigned

the paleo timeframe treatment there was a higher percentage

(28.17%) reporting belief that the number of hurricanes is

decreasing. In contrast to the paleo treatment group, among

those assigned the future timeframe treatment there was a higher

prevalence (nearly 63%) of the perception that hurricanes were

increasing through time.

Beyond the treatments’ effects, there are notable trends

between hurricane experience and perceptions of hurricane risk,

frequency, and cause. Perceptions of hurricane risk increased

with reported hurricane damages to personal property. The

mean risk perception was 57.44 for those with no damage

(either did not experience a hurricane in 2017 or reported no

damage associated with a hurricane in 2017), 67.51 for those

rating damage at 50, and 83.99 for those rating damage at 100.

Furthermore, perceptions of increasing hurricane frequency

were more prevalent with higher levels of reported hurricane

damage. Among those with no damage, 40.49% said the number

of hurricanes is increasing while 47.46% of those with damage at

50 and 52.78% of those with damages at 100 said the same.

Regression analyses

Model selection and validation

Omnibus chi square tests showed that fit for both risk

perceptions and frequency belief models improved significantly

(p < 0.0001 for all tests) for intercept-and-baseline models (as

compared to intercept-only) and for main-effects models (as

compared to intercept-and-baseline). For risk perceptions, the

model containing main and interaction effects did not improve

fit over the main-effects model (p= 0.89). For frequency beliefs,

the model with an interaction between timeframe treatment and

pre-treatment beliefs significantly improved fit relative to the

main-effects model (p < 0.0001); however, the model with an

interaction between causal treatment and pre-treatment beliefs

did not improve fit over main-effects (p= 0.60).

Based on these omnibus goodness-of-fit results, risk

perceptions were modeled using a main-effects-only model

(Table 3) and frequency beliefs were modeled using main-effects

with an interaction between timeframe treatment and pre-

treatment beliefs (Table 4). For the risk perceptions model,

Model R2 of 0.66 suggests moderate to substantial model fit

(Mooi and Sarstedt, 2011). For the frequency beliefs model,

McFadden pseudo-R2 of 0.33 is suggestive of excellent model

fit (McFadden, 1977). Multicollinearity was considered low for

the risk perception model (square of the GVIF1/(2·df) value <5

for all variables) and moderate but acceptable for the frequency

belief model (square of the GVIF1/(2·df) value <8 for pre-

treatment risk beliefs and timeframe treatment and <5 for all

other variables).

A plot of predicted post-treatment risk perceptions by

pretreatment risk perceptions and assigned infographic

treatments shows that higher post treatment values were

TABLE 3 Linear regression, post-treatment risk perceptions.

Post-treatment risk score

Intercept 0.22 (2.48)

Pretreatment risk perceptions

Risk score 0.77 (0.02)***

Treatment groups

Timeframe: future 7.82 (1.06)***

Timeframe: paleo −0.76 (1.07)

Cause: climate change −0.15 (0.77)

Cause: ocean and atmos. change −0.63 (0.79)

Hurricane experience 0.07 (0.01)***

Control variables

Belief: warming 0.94 (1.14)

Belief: anthropogenic 0.65 (0.72)

Climate concern 1.62 (0.33)***

Trust −0.01 (0.12)

Conservative politics −0.16 (0.21)

Female −0.27 (0.67)

Age: 25–44 0.72 (1.16)

Age: 45–64 0.91 (1.22)

Age: ≥65 1.07 (1.28)

Minority 0.88 (0.69)

Edu.: some college −0.76 (0.95)

Edu.: associate 0.19 (1.12)

Edu.: bachelor −0.15 (0.90)

Edu.: postbaccalaureate −0.75 (0.99)

Homeowner −0.34 (0.69)

Deviance 632,589.86

Dispersion 229.12

R² 0.66

Num. obs. 2,762

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; ·p < 0.1.

associated with higher pretreatment values and with future

treatments (Figure 2). Consistent with no significant interaction

between timeframe treatment and pre-treatment risk

perceptions, the slopes of the lines showing effects of pre-

treatment risk perceptions by present, paleo, of future treatment

groups are parallel. A plot of post-treatment probabilities for

beliefs about change in hurricane frequency (constant, decrease,

increase, or random) by pretreatment frequency beliefs and

assigned infographic treatments shows that respondents tended

to maintain frequency beliefs from pre to post and that future

treatments were associated with higher probabilities of expecting

increasing hurricane frequency while paleo treatments were

associated with higher probabilities of expecting decreasing

hurricane frequency (Figure 3). Consistent with the significant

interaction found between timeframe treatment and pre-

treatment beliefs, the plot shows that effects of assignment to

present, paleo, of future treatment on probability varied with

pre-treatment frequency beliefs.
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TABLE 4 Multinomial logistic regression, post-treatment hurricane frequency beliefs.

Decrease† Increase† Random†

Intercept −3.15 (1.27)* −2.49 (0.67)*** −2.61 (0.78)***

Pretreatment frequency beliefs

Decrease 15.87 (1.01)*** 13.42 (0.85)*** 13.00 (0.94)***

Increase 1.86 (1.29) 3.39 (0.46)*** 2.16 (0.63)***

Random −12.99 (0.29)*** 0.95 (0.50)· 3.72 (0.56)***

Treatment groups

Timeframe: future 0.31 (1.27) 1.46 (0.43)*** 0.60 (0.60)

Timeframe: paleo 3.12 (1.13)** 0.60 (0.45) 1.10 (0.58)·

Cause: climate change 0.11 (0.23) 0.21 (0.20) 0.22 (0.22)

Cause: ocean and atmos. change 0.19 (0.24) 0.20 (0.21) 0.19 (0.22)

Hurricane experience −0.01 (0.00)*** −0.00 (0.00) −0.01 (0.00)**

Control variables

Belief: warming 0.45 (0.32) 0.72 (0.29)* 0.75 (0.28)**

Belief: anthropogenic −0.02 (0.22) 0.27 (0.18) −0.21 (0.20)

Climate concern −0.13 (0.10) 0.15 (0.08)· −0.12 (0.09)

Trust −0.08 (0.04)* −0.08 (0.03)** −0.07 (0.03)*

Conservative politics 0.08 (0.06) −0.01 (0.05) 0.11 (0.06)*

Female 0.70 (0.20)*** 0.27 (0.17) 0.06 (0.18)

Age: 25–44 −0.34 (0.29) −0.21 (0.24) 0.21 (0.28)

Age: 45–64 −0.03 (0.32) 0.43 (0.27) 0.78 (0.30)**

Age: ≥ 65 0.58 (0.39) 0.77 (0.33)* 0.88 (0.36)*

Minority −0.20 (0.21) 0.21 (0.17) −0.16 (0.19)

Edu.: some college 0.41 (0.26) 0.37 (0.22)· 0.42 (0.23)·

Edu.: associate 0.73 (0.32)* 0.35 (0.28) 0.47 (0.30)

Edu.: bachelor 0.36 (0.27) 0.11 (0.23) 0.60 (0.24)*

Edu.: postbaccalaureate −0.16 (0.30) 0.03 (0.24) 0.03 (0.27)

Homeowner −0.53 (0.20)* −0.27 (0.17) −0.33 (0.19)·

Interaction terms

Pretest decrease x Future timeframe −11.11 (1.25)*** −11.74 (0.97)*** −10.92 (1.14)***

Pretest increase x Future timeframe −0.28 (1.51) −0.76 (0.53) −0.70 (0.74)

Pretest random x Future timeframe 15.76 (0.53)*** 1.83 (0.62)** 0.73 (0.70)

Pretest decrease x Paleo timeframe −12.05 (1.23)*** −10.56 (1.14)*** −10.30 (1.25)***

Pretest increase x Paleo timeframe 0.19 (1.32) −0.64 (0.55) −0.19 (0.71)

Pretest random x Paleo timeframe 15.39 (0.35)*** 0.65 (0.62) −0.04 (0.66)

AIC 4,752.18

BIC 5,285.42

Log Likelihood −2,286.09

Deviance 4,572.18

McFadden Pseudo R² 0.33

Num. obs. 2,762

K 4

***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; ·p < 0.1. †Reference category: constant.

Graphical risk communication

H1: Graphical presentation of paleo or future trends in

hurricane risk via infographics will have significantly larger

effects on hurricane risk perceptions than the present-only

infographic control.

H1 was partially supported for risk perceptions and fully

supported for frequency beliefs. For risk perceptions, future

treatment resulted in an average increase in risk score of 7.82

points relative to present-only control (p < 0.001); however,

the effect of paleo treatment was not significantly different from
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FIGURE 2

Plot of predicted post-treatment risk perception scores by pretreatment risk perceptions and assigned infographic treatments.

FIGURE 3

Plot of post-treatment probabilities for beliefs about change in hurricane frequency by pretreatment frequency beliefs and assigned infographic

treatments.

the effect of the control (p > 0.1). For frequency beliefs, future

and paleo formats were found to have larger effects (i.e., larger

deviations from the mean probability of each response) than the

present-only format (F ratios of 320.21 [future], 253.40 [paleo],

and 187.83 [present]; all significantly different from the mean

response, p< 0.0001). Contrasts for present—future (F= 9.35, p

< 0.0001) and present—paleo (F= 12.45, p< 0.0001) confirmed

that these differences between treatment and control effects

were significant.

H2: Message recipients will be more likely to interpret

trend information as suggesting higher hazard risk
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when presented with future projections while paleo

reconstructions will tend to be interpreted as suggesting

lower hazard risk.

H2 was also partially supported for risk perceptions and fully

supported for frequency beliefs. For risk perceptions, relative to

the control, future treatment resulted in the expected significant

increase in risk perceptions, but paleo treatment showed no

significant effect (as described for H1). For frequency beliefs,

post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the probabilities of holding

each frequency belief (constant, decrease, increase, or random),

regardless of pretreatment beliefs, showed significantly higher

probabilities of believing that frequency will increase (decrease)

in groups assigned the future (paleo) format as compared

to the other three formats. Specifically, among respondents

assigned the future timeframe, the probabilities of expecting

an increase were on average 40.32% higher than expecting a

constant rate, 46.05% higher than expecting a decrease, and

38.57% higher than expecting random fluctuations (p < 0.0001

for all comparisons). Among respondents assigned the paleo

timeframe, the probabilities of expecting a decrease were on

average 25.94% higher than expecting a constant rate (p <

0.0001), 17.52% higher than expecting an increase (p < 0.01),

and 17.59% higher than expecting random fluctuations (p

< 0.01).

Confirmation, optimism, and positive attention
biases

H3: Consistent with optimism bias, respondents’ pretest

hurricane risk beliefs will be more optimistic than expert’s

beliefs regarding changes in hurricane frequency (i.e.,

<66% of respondents will expect the frequency of major

hurricanes to increase).

H3 was supported. At pretest, 1,193 of 2,762 respondents

expected major hurricane frequency to increase, suggesting

an ∼43.19% chance that any given respondent would expect

an increase. A 1-sample proportions test confirmed that this

was significantly lower (p < 0.0001) than the lower bound of

scientific consensus for the probability for increasing major

hurricane frequency (66%, as assessed by the IPCC, Masson-

Delmotte et al., 2021). Among respondents who did not expect

an increasing frequency, 14.01% expected a constant frequency,

2.35% expected a decreasing frequency, and 40.44% expected

random fluctuations.

H4: Consistent with confirmation bias, respondents will be

more likely to hold a given risk belief at posttest when it

matches their risk belief at pretest.

H4 was fully supported for both risk perceptions and

frequency beliefs. For risk perceptions, a one unit increase on

the pretreatment risk perception score was associated with an

average increase of 0.77 units at posttreatment (p < 0.001,

Table 3). For frequency beliefs, pretreatment frequency belief

was a significant predictor of posttreatment values for all

posttreatment frequency belief categories (joint F test for overall

effect of pretreatment beliefs by posttreatment beliefs, p< 0.0001

for effect of pretreatment beliefs in each of four posttreatment

belief categories). To identify which pretreatment beliefs were

responsible for this effect, pairwise contrasts were considered

for the effects of different pretreatment frequency beliefs on

the probability of holding each belief at posttreatment. Results

showed that probabilities of holding each belief at posttreatment

were significantly higher (p <0.0001 and 35–50% higher

probabilities for all contrasts) for matching pretreatment beliefs

as compared to any of the other, non-matched pretreatment

beliefs (e.g., respondents who expected an increased frequency

at pretreatment were more likely than those who initially

expected decreased, random, or constant frequencies to expect

an increased frequency at posttreatment). No other pairwise

comparisons of pretreatment groups were significant (p > 0.05),

suggesting that the tendency to retain pretreatment frequency

beliefs at posttreatment accounted for the entire effect observed

for pretreatment beliefs.

H5: Consistent with positive attention bias, the effects

of confirmation bias will be asymmetrical: respondents’

probability of retaining their prior beliefs from pre to post

(as in H4) will be more resistant to changes associated with

timeframe treatment (as in H2) when these prior beliefs

are positive (i.e., belief in decreasing hurricane frequency)

than when they are negative (i.e., belief in increasing

hurricane frequency).

H6: Also consistent with positive attention bias, message

recipients will be more likely to change their risk beliefs

(as in H2) when presented with an infographic most

readily interpreted as suggesting lower risk (i.e., a paleo

reconstruction) than when presented with an infographic

communicating a higher risk (i.e., a future projection).

H5 and H6 were not supported for risk perceptions but

were partially supported for frequency beliefs. Because these

hypotheses consider how the effects of timeframe treatment vary

with respondents’ pretreatment risk perceptions or frequency

beliefs, the significance of interaction terms for pretreatment

perceptions/beliefs and timeframe treatment was evaluated first.

For risk perceptions, the interaction term for pretreatment risk

perception scores and timeframe treatment did not significantly

improve model fit (Rao-Scott likelihood ratio test for risk model

with interaction terms considered in section Model selection

and validation, p = 0.68), suggesting that timeframe treatment

effects were independent of pretreatment risk perceptions.

For frequency beliefs, pretreatment beliefs had a significant
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interaction with timeframe treatment (analysis of deviance chi

square test, p < 0.001; Table 4). This interaction was significant

(joint F test, p < 0.01) in each posttreatment frequency

belief category except for “decrease.” For respondents expecting

increased frequency at posttreatment, post-hoc tests showed

that this interaction was driven by significant differences (p <

0.05) in the effects of future or paleo treatment (relative to

the present-only control) for respondents expecting increased

frequency at pretreatment as compared to those with constant

or random pretreatment frequency beliefs. Examination of

these significant contrasts of contrasts within the posttreatment

“increase” group (and inspection of the associated quadrant of

the plot of post-treatment probabilities, lower left of Figure 3)

showed that these differences were associated with a smaller

(larger) control-relative effect of future (paleo) treatment in

respondents who initially expected frequency to increase (as

compared to those who initially expected constant or random

frequency). This suggests that respondents initially expecting an

increased frequency tended to interpret the more neutral control

in a manner consistent with their prior beliefs (consistent with

confirmation bias) while also remaining somewhat open to

changing their beliefs when presented with the more optimistic

paleo treatment (consistent with positive attention bias).

Additional post-hoc tests were used to consider whether

effects of timeframe treatment for matching or different pre-

post frequency beliefs were consistent with H5 and H6,

respectively. For H5, these post-hoc contrasts considered

whether the probability of maintaining frequency beliefs of

positive or negative emotional valence (i.e., continuing to expect

a decreased or increased frequency, respectively) varied with

timeframe treatment. There was no significant difference in

the probability of maintaining an expectation of decreased

frequency from pre to post for paleo (p = 0.59) or future (p

= 0.66) treatments (as compared to the present-only control).

However, there was a significant difference in the probability

of maintaining an expectation of increased frequency from

pre to post for paleo (31.75% lower probability, p < 0.0001)

and future (10.36% higher probability, p = 0.03) treatments

(as compared to the present-only control). The large and

highly significant reduction in probability of maintaining an

expectation of increased frequency for respondents exposed to

the paelo treatment is consistent with positive attention bias

as described in H5. The lack of a significant difference in the

probability ofmaintaining an expectation of decreased frequency

when exposed to the future treatment could be due in part to

positive attention bias (dampening the effect of future treatment

as in H5) but may also have resulted at least in part from the

comparably smaller sample sizes (and larger standard errors) for

respondents in the decrease-decrease group (see the discussion

of H3 in this section and section Descriptive statistics).

For H6, these post-hoc tests considered whether the

probability of changing to frequency beliefs with an opposite

emotional valence from pre to post (e.g., switching from

expecting decreased frequency to expecting increased

frequency) varied with timeframe treatment. The paleo

treatment group was estimated to be 31.33% more likely

to change from expecting increased frequency to expecting

decreased frequency than the present-only control group (p <

0.0001); the probability of switching from expecting increased

frequency to decreased frequency was not significantly different

between the future treatment group and the control group (p

= 0.75). There was no significant difference in the probability

of changing from expecting decreased frequency to expecting

increased frequency from pre to post for paleo (p = 0.49) or

future (p = 0.92) treatments (as compared to the present-only

control). The large and highly significant increase in probability

of switching from increased to decreased frequency beliefs for

the paelo treatment group is consistent with positive attention

bias as described in H6 (Notably, paleo treatment was also

associated with a similarly large, control-relative increase

in the probability of switching from expecting constant or

random frequency to expecting decreased frequency; this

similar effect of paleo treatment across groups with different

pretreatment frequency beliefs is consistent with the finding of

no significant interaction between pretreatment and treatment

timeframe for the posttreatment: decrease group). The lack

of a significant difference in the probability of changing from

decreased to increased frequency beliefs when exposed to the

future treatment could be due in part to positive attention bias

(dampening the effect of future treatment as in H6) but may

also have resulted at least in part from the comparably smaller

sample sizes (and larger standard errors) for respondents in the

decrease-increase group (see the discussion of H3 in this section

and section Descriptive statistics).

Risk messaging and the a�ect heuristic

H7: Message recipients will be more likely to interpret

“climate change” attribution, in comparison to “ocean and

atmospheric change” or no attribution, as suggesting higher

hazard risk.

H7 was not supported for risk perception or frequency belief

dependent variables. There was no significant effect of causal

treatment on posttreatment risk perception scores (Rao-Scott

likelihood ratio test for main effects only model, p = 0.78;

Table 3) or frequency beliefs (analysis of deviance chi square test,

p= 0.93; Table 4).

Hazard experience and hazard risk

H8: Recent hurricane experience will be associated

with higher hazard risk perceptions, particularly if this

experience caused severe personal damages or losses.
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H8 was fully supported for risk perception and partially

supported for frequency beliefs. Posttreatment risk perception

scores were found to be 0.07 points higher on average for

each one-point increase in severity of hurricane experience

(p < 0.001, Table 3). Each one-point increase in this severity

score was also associated with 1% lower odds at posttest of

expecting decreased (p < 0.001, Table 4) or random (p <

0.01, Table 4) hurricane frequency than of expecting constant

frequency. However, more severe reported hurricane experience

was not associated with higher odds of expecting an increased

vs. constant hurricane frequency at posttest (p > 0.05, Table 4).

As shown in Figure 4, the probability of expecting an increased

hurricane frequency at posttest did increase with more severe

reported hurricane experience but a similar positive relationship

was also observed between the probability of expecting constant

frequency and severity of hurricane experience.

Discussion and conclusions

The results suggest that infographics may influence

hurricane risk beliefs and that, when updating risk beliefs

based on bar graphs from such graphics, infographic users will

tend to look for simple linear trends in the data, projecting

them forward where necessary. Thus, bar graphs showing

more frequent storms for future vs. present will tend to be

interpreted as supporting increased hurricane frequency, while

bar graphs showing less frequent storms for present vs. past

will tend to be interpreted as supporting decreased frequency.

The results also show that Gulf Coast residents tend to be

more optimistic about the future frequency of major hurricanes

than most scientists and, consistent with confirmation bias, are

somewhat resistant to changing their prior risk beliefs based

on infographic exposure. However, consistent with positive

attention bias, coastal residents who initially expect hurricane

frequency to increase may be much less likely to expect an

increase (and more likely to expect a decrease) when shown the

paleo-timeframe infographic.

More recent and damaging hurricane experience also

appears to prime coastal residents to interpret risk messages

in a manner that suggests higher risk from future hurricanes.

Unexpectedly, the results also showed that more damaging

recent hurricane experience was not only associated with a

higher probability of expecting increased hurricane frequency

but was also associated with a higher probability of expecting

constant frequency. This unexpected result is in line with

research linking the widely-observed positive relationship

between hazard experience and subsequent risk perceptions with

effects of hazard experience on the perceived controllability

of the hazard (Helweg-Larsen and Shepperd, 2001). Persons

who have recently suffered significant losses due to a hurricane

event may be more likely to adopt a risk-averse strategy

of vigilant awareness toward incorporating new information

about the hazard into their risk beliefs, preferring to avoid

surprises and lower the odds of being caught unprepared. Such a

heightened need to feel in control of or well prepared for future

hurricane risk could lead persons with recent negative hurricane

experience to be more likely to interpret new information in

a way that increases the likelihood of expecting constant or

increasing hurricane frequency. Unlike decreasing frequency

(which may be seen as overly optimistic considering recent

hurricane experience) or random frequency (which suggests

an element of unpredictability that may frustrate attempts

to plan for the next storm), an expectation of constant or

increasing frequency may suggest efforts to remain “realistic”

given recent experience or to prepare for the possibility of

an even more threatening future, respectively. Alternatively,

for respondents reporting more damaging recent hurricane

experience, a constant frequency of intense hurricanes may have

been interpreted as maintaining an already high frequency of

damaging storms (possibly at a frequency equivalent to that for

respondents who lacked damaging recent hurricane experience

but expected the frequency of intense hurricanes to increase).

Also unexpectedly, compared to no attribution or

attribution to ocean and atmospheric change, climate change

attribution was not associated with higher risk perceptions

or odds of expecting increased hurricane frequency. The lack

of a significant framing effect for climate change attribution

could be explained in part by prior work showing that such

framing effects are strongest for political independents and

moderates (Benjamin et al., 2017); because the regression

analysis was not segmented by political beliefs, an effect only

present for less politically polarized respondents may not have

been detectable. It is also possible that the specific dependent

variables used in the study may not be strongly affected by

this framing effect, or that the alternative framings (ocean and

atmospheric change and no attribution) were not sufficiently

distinct from the climate change framing to create a detectable

effect (Benjamin et al., 2017 found an effect of climate change

vs. global warming framings for general beliefs but not serious

consequences of climate change, while Sapiains et al., 2016

found an association between climate change vs. identity-

centered framing for behavioral intentions; however, studies

have not shown a specific association between climate change

framing vs. “ocean-atmospheric change” framing for risk beliefs

about climate-related hazards, like hurricanes).

These results support the following recommendations for

communicators of hurricane risk:

• Temporal framing matters. If seeking to increase

perceptions of risk and storm frequency (e.g., to ensure

that they are in line with expected increases in frequency

of strong storms under climate change), forward-looking

messages may be most successful. Messages that frame

present hazard risk in relation to higher past frequencies

(similar to the paleo format here) may decrease expected
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FIGURE 4

Plot of predicted probabilities of post–treatment frequency beliefs for self-assessed severity of the impact of 2017 hurricane season.

future frequencies (perhaps due to an assumption that the

downward trend presented in the message will continue).

By corollary, these results also indicate that scientists will

have a greater challenge communicating the significance of

paleo hurricane reconstructions to non-scientific coastal

stakeholders, namely the role this data plays in delineating

long-term drivers, variability, and long-term risk of natural

hurricane activity in throughout the North Atlantic

Basin. Paleo reconstructions may yet have value in public

communications of future hurricane risk: if conditions

supporting much more frequent intense North Atlantic

hurricanes have happened before then they can happen

again. In this way, paleo reconstructions may serve as

a useful analog for communicating the risks posed by

future hurricane activity. However, our study suggests

that communicators will need to provide significant

additional context to nudge public audiences toward

this interpretation of paleo-to-present trends in intense

hurricane frequency.

• Communicators should consider how their messages will

likely interact with their audience’s prior beliefs. Consistent

with prior research, this study confirmed that prior

hurricane risk beliefs affect receptivity to new information

about this hazard.

• Tailoring messaging about the role of climate change in

changes to hurricane frequency to an audience’s worldview

(see, e.g., Kahan et al., 2014) by highlighting natural

(rather than anthropogenic) causes appears unlikely to

affect expected storm risk and frequency.

• Where feasible, communicators should give careful

consideration to the timing of their risk messages relative

to recent disasters. People who have recently experienced

a disaster may be more open to increasing their beliefs

about hurricane risk based on new information. However,

the results suggest that those reporting more personal

experience of hurricane damage have a higher probability

of expecting both increased and constant hurricane

frequency (more research is needed to confirm this and

explore possible explanations). Notably, whether recent

damaging hurricane experience is more strongly associated

with expecting increased or constant frequency of intense

hurricanes may matter more in some communication

contexts (e.g., multidecadal climate change impacts) than

in others (e.g., short term hurricane preparedness).

Future work should consider testing these results for other

geographic contexts and hazards. Future studies should also

move beyond the simple infographics tested here to consider

how hurricane-trend messages that are more detailed and

context-rich affect perceptions of the hazard. For example,

to better match products that people might see online or

on a television newscast, the bar graphs used here could be

replaced with line graphs that show a more detailed trend

over time. Future work could also address possible question-

order effects not accounted for in this survey design (e.g.,

responses to control variable measures for climate change beliefs

may have been influenced by exposure to the infographic

earlier in the survey). This future work may also benefit from
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qualitative methods (e.g., open-ended survey questions or focus

groups) that could complement the quantitative, regression-

based approach taken here. Ultimately, there is also a need

to better understand how such messages may affect not only

perceptions of hurricane risk and frequency, but also how these

perceptions may drive the mitigative and adaptive behaviors

needed to prepare for the likelihood that strong, damaging

storms like those observed along the Gulf Coast in 2017 will

continue to become more common.
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